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Economic Evaluation of Highway Investment Needs 

JOSE A. GOMEZ-IBANEZ AND DOUGLASS B. LEE 

FHWA has been required by Congress to prepare biennial reports on the con
dition of the U.S. highways and the need for highway investment since 1968. 
Although these needs reports have become more sophisticated with each 
edition, they still fall short of a full economic analysis of highway investment. 
The role that economic analysis might play in needs reports is explained, the 
use of economics in past reports is evaluated, the general categories of bene
fits and costs that should be considered are outlined, and quantitative benefit
cost evaluation for determining highway needs is illustrated. 

The purpose of economic analysis is to ensure that 
society's resources are put to their best use, in
cluding the allocation of resources among various 
public-sector activities and between public and 
private uses. The principal tool in the economic 
evaluation of public p rog rams is benef i t - c ost analy
sis. In barest outline benefit-cost a nalys is in
volves four steps: the prediction of all the desir
able and undesirable effects of the programs or 
projects under consideration; the valuation of these 
effects in common terms, usually dollars; the cal
culation of the net benefits, or the difference 
between benefits and costs for each project or pro
gram; and a choice among alternatives based on their 
net benefits. Where quantification is uncertain, 
alternative assumptions and trial values can be 
substituted to assess the robustness of conclusions. 

BASIC EVALUATION CRITERION 

If the planning question involves different levels 
of funding for a single project or program, such as 
alternative levels of government funding for highway 
improvements, the alternative with the largest posi
tive net benefit should be selected . Another way of 
stating this rule is that the scale of the project 
or the program should be expanded to the point at 
which the marginal benefits from further expansion 
just equal the marginal costs or, equivalently, the 
marginal net benefits from expansion are zero. 

The u.s. highway system constitutes a stock of 
capital facilities that have been built up over time 
by investing in the system at a rate faster than it 
wears out. Investment is a flow of resources for 
some time period (typically dollars per year), and 
the negative of investment is depreciation, which is 
the loss in the value of the capital stock over a 
period of time. Highways depreciate from use, from 
the weather, and from functional obsolescence. If 
depreciation exceeds investment in the same time 
period, the net effect is disinvestment; i.e., the 
capital stock is worth less at the end of the period 
than at the beginning. The efficient level of net 
investment in any particular time period may be 
positive or negative. 

IMPORTANCE OF HIGHWAY INVESTMENT 

Highway capital expenditures (including new con
struction, reconstruction, and major resurfacing but 
excluding patching and other routine maintenance) by 
all levels of government have been declining both in 
real terms and as a !,;hare of total expenc'litures 
since the mid-1960s, but they still amounted to 
approximately $20 billion in 1980. This level of 
investment is insufficient to offset the deprecia
tion of the existing system; one estimate places 
actual depreciation at more than twice current ex-

penditures tll• A variety of investment options is 
now available, including 

1. Increasing investment to the level at which 
the highw.ay system can be restored to some previous 
status of condition and performance and then main
taining the system in that condition, 

2. Allowing the system to continue to deter io
rate to a status at which it can be kept stable at 
some given level of capital replacement expenditure, 
or 

3. Within any of the foregoing options, concen
trating investment in those portions of the system 
that warrant stronger pavements, smoother surfaces, 
or increased lane capacity. 

Expansion of the system, in 
tional lane miles of highway, 
considered in the range of 
levels. 

FEDERAL ROLE IN EVALUATION 

the form of net addi
is not being seriously 
alternative investment 

The need for an economic analysis of highway invest
ments is particularly acute at the federal level, 
because the federal government plays a large role in 
the financing of highway investments. Although 
federal funds account for only about one-quarter of 
all spending on highways, they comprise more than 
half of all capital expenditures. Evaluating the 
appropriate division of responsibility for financing 
highway investments among the federal, state, and 
local governments is beyond the scope of this paper, 
but if the high level of federal involvement con
tinues, economic analysis of highway investments at 
the federal level is imperative. 

Particularly important at the federal level is a 
broad economic analysis of future highway investment 
levels with roughly the same sco~e and time frame as 
the current FHWA highway needs reports. This analy
sis need not involve a detailed economic evaluation 
of every highway segment but rather a simpler evalu
ation of a representative sample of segments. The 
analysis therefore would not be reliable for decid
ing how much to invest in particular highway seg
ments, but it could suggest desirable investment 
levels in the aggregate. Such an analysis would be 
useful in deciding how much resource to allocate to 
highway investment as opposed to other private and 
public uses and, within highway investment, how much 
to allocate to the different systems and improvement 
types. 

OTHER LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT 

More detailed evaluations of individual highway 
projects would by and large be conducted by the 
state or county highway departments that were re
sponsible for specific highway improvements, al
though in the case of federally aided highways such 
analyses probably should be reviewed by FHWA. Fed
eral review is particularly important in the case of 
the Interstate program, because the large federal 
share of project expenses and the project-specific 
nature of the federal grants may give state and 
local governments strong incentives to overinvest in 
Interstate improvements. 

In short, if the FHWA highway needs report were 
to include a full economic analysis of alternative 
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aggregate highway investment levels, this could be 
extremely useful in deciding how much should be 
spent on highway investment overall. Such a needs 
report would not answer every investment programming 
question and in particular would have to be supple
mented with a variety of more detailed economic 
evaluations at the state, metropolitan, and individ
ual project level. Nevertheless, this type of broad 
analysis is necessary to determine the appropriate 
total investment levels. 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS IN PAST NEEDS REPORTS 

Although FHWA's periodic reports to Congress on 
highway investment needs have become increasingly 
sophisticated since the first edition in 1968, they 
do not yet include an economic evaluation of highway 
investment levels. Early versions of the report 
uncritically summarized needs assessments prepared 
by the states, with an emphasis on completion of the 
Interstate system and its associated costs. The 
1974 report, however, introduced the notion that the 
performance of the highway system should be used as 
a measure of the effectiveness of highway investment. 

In the 1981 report (1), FHWA refined its analytic 
model and improved the data on existing highway 
conditions. Minimum condition standards were devel
oped for different types of highways based on mini
mum conditions judged acceptable from an engineer
ing, performance, and safety perspective. The 
composite condition index was also revised and re
labeled a performance index to avoid confusion with 
the 1977 report. FHWA calculated the investment 
levels necessary to meet the standards for minimum 
conditions from 1980 through 1995 and defined these 
funding levels as full highway needs. FHWA also 
estimated that about 85 percent of the full-needs 
funding would be required just to maintain highway 
performance at 1978 levels and that substantial 
deterioration in performance would occur if funding 
remained at current levels. Priority rankings tor 
investment at less than full needs was accomplished 
by means of sufficiency ratings, which attempt to 
place segments with the most critical deficiencies 
at the head of the list for improvements. 

Although FHWA recognizes that these needs assess
ments do not constitute a full economic evaluation 
of highway investments, it has sought to incorporate 
economic considerations into the analysis. Both the 
1977 and 1981 reports include graphs of the rela
tionship between alternative investment levels and 
the composite highway condition or performance in
dexes in an attempt to summarize the trade-off be
tween economies in highway spending and the perfor
mance of the highway system. The minimum-condition 
i;t,.nrl,.rdR ~Rtablished in the 1980 report reflect a 
concern about balancing the benefits and costs of 
highway investment; lower standards for traffic 
speeds anci o t hec ond1::ic.ns a,-.,, pi: .iacdb:1:d fo::- high
ways located in urban than those in rural areas 
because of the extraordinarily high costs of urban 
highway improvements. Thuo under full-needs funding 
traffic speeds are allowed to fall below minimum 
standards on some urban highways. 

Although FHWA' s needs reports ha,ve been dramati
cally improved over the past decade, they still 
provide little guidance for the economically effi
cient allocation of resources to highway investment. 
The most fundamental problem is the lack of assur
ance that minimum-condition standards and suffi
ciency ratings incorporate the appropriate balance 
of costs and benefits to society from additional 
highway investments. Standards may be based on 
sound empirical information and the best profes
sional engineering judgment, but they do not ex
plicitly evaluate the costs and benefits of imposing 
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Figure 1. Conceptual comparison of benefit-cost rankings with sufficiency 
index rankings. 
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a particular standard on a particular type of high
way relative to a higher or l.ower standard for the 
same highway. Thus there may be conditions under 
which higher standards would be justified by the 
incremental benefits and other conditions under 
which imposing the standard calls for costs that 
exceed the incremental benefits. Sufficiency ratings 
are based on a scoring and weighting system that, 
again, does not evaluate the incremental net bene
fits of one type of improvement relative to those of 
another type of improvement. The investment guidance 
offered by standards and sufficiency ratings may 
represent the optimum or it may not, but these meth
ods do not provide the information that allows those 
questions to be answered. 

The relationship between standards and suffi
ciency ratings, on the one hand, and benefit-cost 
evaluation, on the other, can be illustrated with 
the diagram in Figure 1. Highway investment expendi
tures are measured along the horizontal axis. System 
performance is measured along the vertical axis, in 
this case in terms of the total net benefits gene
rated by the associated investment level. The lower 
cucve is the orde;: ing of projects based on ~uffi
ciency ratings up to the level required to remove 
deficiencies, which is referred to as full needs. 
The upper curve indicates (hypothetically) that a 
ranking of projects based on incremental net bene
fits would be similar to that based on sufficiency 
ratings but would reorder the rankings so as to move 
projects with greater net benefits higher up (to the 
left in the diagram) on the list. Also the point at 
whi-::h additional proj~ct"' no longer generate bene
fits that exceed their costs is determined, labeled 
as the optimum investment level. The optimum level 
coulil be either higher or lower than full needs but 
most probably is lower, as shown. 

FHWA understands the shortcomings of past needs 
reports and is moving toward a full economic analy
sis for a future report. The agency has been delayed 
in incorporating economic analysis, in part because 
of the various methodological problems and data 
uncertainties. A few of these methodological prob
lems are peculiar to the evaluation of highway in
vestment projects, but many of them are encountered 
in the evaluation of other types of investments as 
well. To assess the problems and opportunities, it 
is necessary to review the nature of the benefits 
and costs of highway investment and the way in which 
they are valued in economic analysis. 
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Figure 2. User benefits from highway investment. PRICE, 
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BENEFITS AND COSTS OF HIGHWAY INVESTMENT 

The conventional practice in economic analysis is to 
value the various impacts of a program or project at 
the dollar amount that consumers or businesses are 
willing to pay to avoid or enjoy them. This practice 
implicit-ly assumes either that the distribution of 
income among individuals is regarded as acceptable 
or, alternatively, that problems of income redistri
bution will be solved by other government programs 
and policies, such as welfare programs, social se
curity payments, or graduated income taxes. 

Price to Highway Users 

In applying the willingness-to-pay concept to the 
case of highways and most other transportation fa
cilities it is important to recognize that the price 
that highway users pay to use the facility includes 
not only the fees that the government charges for 
highway use (e.g., in the form of tolls or excise 
taxes on motor vehicle fuel) but also the inputs 
that the users supply in the form of the time they 
spend traveling on the highway and the operating 
costs and depreciation of their motor vehicles. For 
most highway users, the value of these user-supplied 
inputs greatly exceeds the fees charged by the gov
ernment for highway use. Consequently to measure 
the willingness of highway users to pay for marginal 
increases in highway services one must also measure 
directly the time and operating costs that they 
spend in using the highway. 

One of the principal effects of most highway 
investments is to reduce the effective price (in 
travel time or other user-supplied inputs) that must 
be paid to use the highway. In economic analysis 
when a project reduces pr ices to users, the measure 
of benefits to those who would have used the facil
ity at the old price (e.g., without the improve
ments) is the difference between the old and the new 
prices. The old (or existing) users would pay the 
old price without the investment (and some would be 
willing to pay substantially more), but with the 
investment they need pay only the new lower price, 
so they benefit by the amount of the difference. In 
the case of highways, that difference is the reduc
tion in time, operating costs, and other user-sup
plied inputs. 

The benefits to users are shown graphically in 

Induced traffic 
( new users ) 

Figure 2. The demand curve shows how the volume of 
traffic on the highway segment would increase as the 
average price for using that highway (including the 
user's travel time and vehicle operating cost) de
clines. The region under the demand curve can be 
interpreted as the maximum amount that highway users 
would be willing to pay for use of the highway. In 
Figure 2 an investment in the highway segment re
duces the price of using the highway from P 1 to P 2 
and thereby increases the volume of highway traffic 
from V~ to v2 • Each of the v1 old users would have 
been willing to pay at least P1 to use the highway 
but now have to pay only P 2 , so they each benefit 
in the amount of the difference (P1 - P 2). The total 
benefit to these old users is thus (P1 - P2) times 
v1 , which is the crosshatched rectangle ABCD. The new 
users were not willing to pay P1 for the highway but 
are willing to pay at least P 2 , so they each benefit 
by something less than the difference (P1 - P2) or, 
as an approximation, one-half the difference. The 
total benefit to the new users is thus l/2(P1 - P2 ) 
times their number (v2 - v1), which is indicated by 
the shaded triangle BDE. 

For most highway improvements, the valued impacts 
can be divided into four major categories: direct 
benefits to highway users, indirect economic bene
fits, civil and military defense, and environmental 
and social benefits and costs. 

Direct Benefits to Highway Users 

The principal benefits of highway investment are the 
reduction in the inputs that highway users must 
supply to use the highway system, such as savings in 
travel time for drivers and passengers, savings in 
the inventory and related costs of goods in ship
ment, and in some cases reductions in vehicle costs 
and depreciation and in accident rates. 

Savings in travel time for dr.ivers and passengers 
can be among the most important of the gains from 
highway investments. Investments that increase the 
capacity of the highway system (such as increased 
mileage, additional lanes, improved access controls, 
and more favorable alignments or grades) generally 
have a larger impact on average traffic speeds and 
travel time than those designed to maintain physical 
conditions (such as resurfacing and reconstruction), 
unless the physical conditions have been allowed to 
deteriorate significantly before the improvement. 
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For commercial or business highway users the savings 
in travel time can increase productivity and result 
in more effective output per workday. Thus a common 
assumption is that such time savings should be 
valued at the hourly compensation that these workers 
are paid by their employers. The same employers may 
also save on vehicle ownership costs, because the 
improvement in travel times should reduce the re
quired number of vehicles as well. 

For nonbusiness highway users, such as commuters, 
shoppers, vacationers, and others, the travel time 
savings increase the amount of time they can devote 
to nontransportation activities, such as work, lei
sure, and sleep. Mecause time devoted to nonbusiness 
travel and to other private activities is not di
rectly traded on markets, it is difficult to value 
the savings it represents. various studies have 
attempted to impute willingness to pay for savings 
in nonbusiness travel time, however, by examining 
the trade-offs between travel time and money that 
travelers make when faced with a choice between, for 
example, using a high-speed expressway on which a 
toll is charged or a slower parallel arterial street 
on which there is no toll (1). 

For a business using truck transportation, the 
improvements in average traffic speeds caused by 
highway investment will also reduce delivery times 
and in some cases may make the time of delivery more 
predictable. Faster delivery allows the firm to 
keep smaller inventories of goods, both because 
goods spend less time in transit and because the 
firms can rely on quick shipments rather than large 
warehouse inventories to meet unexpected surges in 
demand for their products. Improved delivery reli
ability also lowers inventory requirements, because 
inventories held to protect against the possibility 
of unusual shipment delays can be reduced. The 
value to the firm of this benefit is often calcu
lated as t~e savings in interest that the firm would 
have had to pay to finance the larger inventory. 

and severity of accidents, although the relationship 
between some types of highway improvements and acci
dent rates is not completely clear. Upgrading an 
arterial street to partial access control or to full 
expressway standards usually reduces the overall 
accident rate per vehicle mile substantially, for 
example, although the reduction in rates for acci
dents involving fatalities and serious injuries is 
smaller than the reduction in rates for accidents 
involving only property damage. Improvements in 
alignment, grades, lane width, and pavement condi
tion may also reduce accident rates, although the 
relationships are generally not well understood. 
Valuing changes in accident rates is, of course, 
difficult because accidents involve not only prop
erty damage and medical expenses, tor which market 
values are probably a useful guide, but also suffer
ing and loss of life. for which values are obviously 
much more difficult to establish. 

Indirect Economic Effects 

Transportation is seldom desired as an end in itself 
but rather as a means toward some other end, such as 
producing or distributing goods and services, earn
ing a living ( in the case of commuters) , shopping, 
or vacationing. As a result, improvements in highway 
services or reductions in the cost of highway use 
inevitably produce a variety of indirect impacts 
throughout the economy, many of which may be re
garded as beneficial. 

It is important to understand, however, that 
these indirect benefits, with few exceptions, merely 
reflect a transfer of the direct benefits in reduced 
highway user costs from the highway user to other 
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parties and as such cannot be counted as separate 
and additional benefits from highway investment. 
Land values increase at sites that are made more 
accessible, for instance, because the direct reduc-
tion ir. time and operating costs gained by highway 
users traveling to and from sites enables them to 
pay a higher rent for the use of the land. In short, 
the landowner captures part of the direct savings to 
the highway user in the form of higher rents. 

Similarly a manufacturer will move to a site that 
has a lower rent or consolidate operations in larger 
plants or warehouses because the reduction in high
way transportation cost now makes this location or 
scale of ope1alio11 mote p1ofilable. The savings 
from relocation or consolidation therefore can be no 
greater than the direct reduction in highway user 
costs that the highway improvement would allowi 
otherwise the firm would relocate or consolidate 
even without the highway improvement. In essence 
the manufacturer chooses to trans.Late part of the 
savings in direct transportation costs into savings 
from new locations or methods of operation. 

Indirect benefits might in theory be measured 
instead of measuring benefits to highway users. 
However, one would have to assume that all the 
direct benefits were passed on to indi::ect benefi
ciaries, which seems unlikely, or alternatively 
carefully estimate the amount of direct benefit 
retained by highway users. Moreover, because the 
indirect benefits take so many different forms and 
accrue to so many different parties, they are sub
stantially more complicated to estimate than direct 
benefits. Given all these difficulties, it is better 
to use estimates of direct benefits to highway users 
as the measure of the gains from highway improve
ments. 

FHWA has not estimated indirect economic impacts 
in past highway needs reports, although it has pre
pared estimates of the effects of highway investment 
on the gross national product (GNP) , the consumer 
price index (CPI), and productivity indexes for the 
1982 report. The agency intends these estimates to 
illustrate the large numbers of indirect benefi
ciaries from highway programs • . As the agency recog
nizes, however, the detailed effects of highway 
investment throughout the economy are difficult to 
incorporate into conventional macroeconomic fore
casting models, so the estimates may be subject to 
substantial error. More critically, because the 
changes in the GNP, the CPI, and productivity are 
indirect economic impacts, they should not be re
garded as reliable measures of benefits or costs for 
the purpose of e,.raluating highway programs= Measures 
such as changes in the CPI and GNP may not capture 
many benefits of highway use, for example, because 
not all the benefits are likely to be passed along 
in the form of lower prices or increased production 
of goods and services. The impact of highway invest
ment on the GNP and inflation may also depend as 
much on the current strength of the economy as on 
the merits of the investment; in other words, almost 
any major public works program is likely to stimu
late the economy during a recession or add to the 
risk of inflation during a strong recovery. 

Emergency Military and Civil Defense Benefits 

Investments in the highway system may also improve 
its utility in the event of war or a national disas
ter. Highways play a critical role in military 
plans to mobilize and embark active and reserve 
units quickly in the event of a war. Because most 
military installations, defense industries, air
ports, and other strategic facilities rely on high
way access, highways would also be central to the 
continuing supply and support of a war effort. The 

.. 
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experience of the last two world wars suggests, 
moreover, that few resources can be spared for major 
transportation investments during a sustained war 
effort, and thus military highway needs should be 
anticipated, if possible. Finally, highways perform 
critical functions during earthquakes, floods, nu
clear accidents, or other disasters by helping to 
bring relief supplies into or evacuate people from a 
stricken region. 

Estimates of the value of the highway system for 
military and civilian defense purposes are limited, 
but this lack may not be critical to the economic 
analysis of alternative highway investment levels. 
The system of highways that is desirable for most 
emergency military and civil defense purposes prob
ably is, with a few exceptions, substantially 
smaller than the system desirable for ordinary com
mercial and personal travel. Exceptions might in
clude access roads to military installations as well 
as special overhead clearances or structural re
quirements for the passage of oversized military 
equipment. Thus, although the defense benefits from 
the basic u.s. highway system are undoubtedly enor
mous, marginal defense benefits from any alternative 
expenditure levels under serious consideration are 
likely to be relatively small. With allowance for 
the selected highway segments and facilities just 
noted, it therefore may be reasonable to ignore 
defense benefits in the economic evaluation of most 
marginal changes in highway investment levels. 

Environmental and Social Impacts 

In addition, highway investments and the traffic and 
land use changes that they generate may impose en
vironmental, aesthetic, and social costs on neigh
boring communities, although sometimes they create 
environmental oi: social improvements as well. In 
the case of air pollutants, for example, increased 
traffic s t imula ted by the highway improvements may 
incre a s e conce ntrations of pollutants i n surrounding 
ne i ghbor hoods. But if t he highway improvements 
e l imi nate stop-and-go traffic o r idl i ng at s top
l ights o r r e r oute t r a ffic to e xpr essways o r o the r 
f acilit ies away fr om res ident ial a r eas , pol lution 
concentra tions in neighboring communities may actu
ally d e c li ne . Similarly, added traffic volumes and 
new highway facilities can ·increase noise levels, be 
unsightly, and have a blighting effect on the sur
rounding area. Improvements that are shielded by 
landscaping and other design treatments or invest
ments that relocate traffic away from residential 
zones may actually improve noise levels and the 
aesthetic quality of neighborhoods. Valuing these 
changes in air and no ise pollution or v i s ual blight 
is, of course , extremely difficult, although esti
mates of the willingness to pay for cleaner and more 
pleasing environments have been constructed (4). 

Finally, highway investments may increase energy 
consumption and thereby add to certain social costs 
associated with increased petroleum use that are not 
fully reflected in the mar ket prices paid by highway 
users for fuel. In p a rt icul ar, there may be some 
justification for an addit ional cost to society 
beyond those included in market fuel prices, because 
of national security problems caused by increased 
dependence on foreign oil, although the magnitude of 
this social cost is obviously difficult to measure. 
Some highway improvements, particularly in urhan 
areas, could actually reduce fuel consumption be
cause the gains in fuel efficiency from reducing 
congestion may offset increases in fuel consumption 
from greater highway use. On rural highways where 
current ave r age t ra£ fic speeds are already high, 
however, impr oveme nts are almost certain to increase 
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Table 1. Annualized unit costs of improvements by functional system. 

Cost per Lane Mile ($000s) 

Rural Urban 

Improvement Type Int Art Col Loe Int Art Col Loe 

Reconst ruct to freeway 180 180 420 260 490 
sta ndards 

Reconstruct with ad ded 170 170 110 40 430 240 230 
lanes 

Reconstruct with wider 190 190 140 90 370 250 200 
lanes 

Major widening 130 130 120 I JO 810 370 410 
Minor widening 60 60 30 30 240 90 130 
Reconstruct as is 130 130 80 30 320 170 140 
Resurfacing with 44 44 33 22 132 44 44 
shoulder improvement 

Resurfacing 22 22 15 10 
Isolated reconstruction 40 40 20 JO 
Traffic engineering 

Note : Int= Interstate, Art = ar terial, Col= collector, Loe = local servke. 

fuel consumption by allowing even higher traffic 
speeds. 

EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION OF BENEFITS AND COSTS 

Benefit-cost analysis can be applied at various 
levels of detail from a comprehensive analysis of 
all benefits and costs for a wide range of possible 
improvements on a large number of individual highway 
segments to a more streamlined analysis of a limited 
number of improvement alternatives and prototype 
segments. For the purposes of the na tional highway 
needs report, which are to recommend aggregate in
vestment levels and broad improvement categories 
rather than specific improvements on specific seg
ments, a prototype-based analysis is suitable. Such 
an analysis is carried out in the remainder of this 
section at a leve l of deta il that is considerably 
simpler than that to whi ch the needs s tudy s houl d 
ultimately aspire. Nevertheless, it demonstrates 
the feasib ility of applying benefit-cost analysis by 
using the data and g e nera l pi:ocedu i:es of the exist
ing FHWA investment analysis process. 

Types of Improve men ts a nd Thei r Costs 

As a first step toward simplification, the various 
types of investment projec t s have been g r ouped into 
10 categories, as was done for the pur pos es of the 
needs study. These categories, listed in Table 1, 
range f rom minor resurfacing of exis ting mileage to 
r econstr uction to fr eeway sta ndards . Although 
greater detail and different categories may eventu
ally emerge from subsequent studies, these 10 cate
gories allow at least a demonstration of the methods 
that would be used to fill the analytic gap between 
i ndivi dual project evaluation and aggregate program 
needs. 

The first five of the improvement types listed 
increase highway capacity by large amounts in the 
case of freeways and small amounts for minor widen
ings. As a matter of practice, almost all these 
improvements result in a resurfacing. The second 
group of improvements is primarily directed at pave
ment reha bilitation, which impr oves surface quality 
and may also increase pavement strength. Isolated 
rP.cnnstruction includes projects design@d primarily 
to correct alignment deficiencies on rural road 
segments and traffic engineering improvements on 
urban segments. Neither construction in new loca
tions nor traffic engineering improvements, which 
represent an almost unlimited set of traffic manage
ment schemes, were considered further. 
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Figure 3. Relationships between highway characteristics and benefits. 
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Total unit construction costs per mile for each 
improvement type, by urban and rural functional road 
system , were developed from Tables 4-5, 4-6, 4- 7, 
and 4-8 o f FJWA's 1981 highway needs report ()) • 
The costs per mile are based on actual state e xperi
ence averaged across the country. Const ruction 
costs for rolling terrain on facilities that have 
four or more lanes (after the improvement) were used 
as the representative unit cost for rural road im
provement schemes . Unit construction costs for 
ur ban road segments assume a four-iane faci lity 
(before improvement) in a built-up region. All 
construction oos " are on a per-mile basis with the 
exception of major widening, which is on a pec-lane
mile basis. Total construction cost per mile was 
converted to an equivalent annual cost by applying a 
capital recovery factor of 10 percent. 

Selection of Prototype Segments 

~ach of the eight functional systems list~d in T~ble 
1 is treated as a separate prototype. Because sim
plified relationships between improvement types and 
user impacts are used, the specifications of the 
prototypes need not be detailed. For example, the 
estimated benefits from resurfacing do not depend 
(in this analysis) on the number of lanes, only on 
the volume of average daily traffic (ADTJ. Whenever 
the functional relationships are developed in 
greater detail, the character is tics of i:he pi:oto
typical coad segments will also need to be spelled 
out. These include the profile of use by time of 
day, the mix of vehicles by size and performance 
characteristics, the distribution of heavy vehicles 
by axle load factors, the capacity of the segment, 
and the number of lanes, length of grades, and other 
relevant geometrics. 

Evaluation of each improvement category on each 
functional system was done on ;;, per-mile basis, as 
if each mile were a separate facility. Total in
vestment levels are then the result of multiplying 
the costs of justifiable improvemP.nts by the mileage 
meeting specified conditions. Prototype segments 
are used to represent the functional systems and 
then expanded to portray the system as a whole. 

Relationships Between Investment and Benefits 

For some given level of use, investment in improve
ments enhances the performance of the highways, 
which is then manifest in benefits to users. Better 
surface quality increases travel speeds and reduces 
vehicle wear and operating costs. Increased capacity 
reduces congestion and costs related to congestion. 
Guardrails, medians, better sight lines, better 
geometrics, and so forth, may reduce accidents and 
also increase speeds. 
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Interactions among the different user impacts 
complicate the quantitative analysis of benefits. 
Most improvements have some impact on all of the 
benefit categories, often indirectly. Capacity 
improvements that allow speeds to increase aoove 45 
mph may increase the number of fatalities, even 
though accidents are reduced overall. Travel speeds 
also affect running costs. When impacts move in 
opposite directions (e.g., increased speed is offset 
by inc reased running costs and fatal accidents), the 
net effect is especially hard to assess. 

Figure 3 shows the various relationships that are 
relevant to estimating benefits of road improve
ments, not all of which were explicitly addressed in 
the current analysis: 

1. Capacity-increasing improvements reduce the 
volume-capacity ratio and congestion, thereby reduc
ing travel times. Traffic engineering relationships 
allow for a great deal more precision than was at
tempted here, although the effect is explicitly 
estimated. 

2. Reduced congestion reduces speed-change 
cycles and hence lowers running costs. Th is factor 
is not directly included. 

3. Reduced congestion is generally believed to 
reduce the number of accidents. No account is taken 
of the effects of congestion on accident costs in 
the following estimates. 

4. Improved surface condition reduces travel 
times by providing a smoother running surface, a 
benefit included in the estimates. 

5. Surface quality also affects running costs 
through increased tire and vehicle wear and wasted 
energy absorbed in higher fuel cons umption. This 
factor is included. 

6. Better safety structures and geometrics un
doubtedly have an effect on accidents, but too 
little is known about the quantitative relationships 
to estimate the value of such improvements here. 
Safety improvements may also affect speed. 

7. Increased speed (more than 30 mph) increases 
running costs, but no account is taken of this 
factor in the benefit estimates. 

8. Speed also increases the severity of acci
dents, which may at least partly offset travel-time 
savings through increased fatalities. No allowance 
is made for this effect. 

Some of the omitted relationships could be easily 
incorporated into the analysis, but their quanti ta
tive effects are small. Most of the omissions, 
however, are due to lack of adequate information. 
No attempt was made to ·estimate changes in negative 
externalities, such as air and noise pollution. 

Congest i on Profiles 

Benefits from adding capacity depend heavily on the 
a istr ibution of travel over the day. High volumes 
of daily traffic could be handled by the average 
two-lane road without significant delays if the 
daily traffic were spread uni'f ormly across 24 hr. 
More typically, demand for vehicle trips varies over 
the day. Additional capacity generates benefits 
dudng periods when demand is hig_h enough to cause 
vehicles to interfere with one another, but during 
the remainder of the day the benefits are small. It 
is the refore necessary to make assumptions, de
scribed elsewhere ( 5), to translate ADT data by 
functional system into measures of congestion. 

Prototype Segment Benefit-Cost Evaluations 

The net benefit of a specific highway investment is 
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Table 2. Minimum threshold volume for justifying improvements by 
functional system. 

ADT (OOOs) 

Rural Urban 

Improvement Type Int Art Col Loe Int Art Col 

Reconstruct to freeway 60 60 61 25 45 
standards 

Reconstruct with added 57 57 41 25 61 23 21 
lanes 

Reconstruct with wider 63 63 32 11 54 24 18 
lanes 

Major widening 43 43 35 31 117 36 37 
Minor widening 20 20 9 8 35 9 12 
Reconstruct as is 15 15 9 3 36 16 13 
Resurfacing with 5 5 4 1 15 4 4 

shoulder improvement 
Resurfacing 2 2 2 2 6 3 4 
lso]ated reconstruction 3 3 2 1 
Traffic engineering 

Note: Int= Interstate, Art--= arterial, Col= collector, Loe= local service. 

Loe 

obviously dependent on many factors. Fundamentally, 
however, the value of a road improvement is directly 
related to the number of users who will benefit over 
the lifetime of the improvement. If benefits are 
stated in terms of dollars gained per vehicle mile 
of travel on the particular facility type and for 
the particular improvement type, the final control
ling parameter is the volume of traffic. The bene
fits are estimated as the average unit cost savings 
over the lifetime of the project. 

Because the costs for any given improvement on 
any prototype segment are treated as fixed (not 
related to vehicle volumes) whereas the benefits 
increase with traffic, there is always some level of 
traffic that will result in user benefits that ex
ceed the costs of the improvement. If the volume on 
the particular segment exceeds the minimum thres
hold, the benefits of the improvement exceed the 
costs. Threshold volumes by functional system and 
improvement category, as calculated from the assump
tions and data described earlier, are presented in 
Table 2. 

The final step in the evaluation is to determine 
how many miles of highway in each functional class 
are deficient with respect to the improvement type 
and carry traffic volumes that exceed the relevant 
threshold. Total expenditures that are justifiable 
on a benefit-cost evaluation basis are then the sums 
of the warranted expenditures for each improvement 
type on each functional system. 

Adjustments to 1981 Full-Needs Estimates 

If the shares of improvements for each type that 
meet benefit-cost thresholds are applied to the 1981 
full-needs expenditures, a picture can be obtained 
of the degree to which each improvement type is 
likely to generate net benefits on a particular 
functional system. Robust conclusions cannot be 
drawn from these t r ial figures (5), but the kinds of 
conclusions that might be supp;rtable with a more 
extensive benefit-cost analysis are these: 

1. A large share of the full-needs resurfacing 
expenditures on all functional systems can be justi
fied on the qrounds of user benefits. 

2. Capacity-increasing expenditures are harder 
to justify, especially on the lower-volume rural 
systems. Network consolidation within these systems 
could alter this conclusion. 

3. The effects of highway improvements on acci
dent cost savings, which are omitted from this anal-
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ysis, must be better understood in order to properly 
evaluate future highway investment programs. 

Much of the information needed to refine these re
sults is available in the FHWA's Highway Performance 
Moni toeing System files but could not be utilized 
within the small scale of this pilot analysis. 
There are also, however, some important gaps. The 
next step is to carry out a more thorough economic 
evaluation of alternative investment levels as a 
means for determining overall highway needs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although the empirical analysis of highway invest
ment alternatives has not been carried out here to a 
depth that would allow recommended levels of expen
diture to be presented, it is clear that economic 

.evaluation can be used for this purpose. Existing 
FHWA data will support a benefit-cost analysis of 
investment levels at least as well as they support 
the current analysis based on minimum standards and 
sufficiency ratings. In summary, the following 
conclusions may be stated: 

1. The application of benefit-cost evaluation to 
the determination of highway investment needs is 
feasible and can be readily carried out within the 
scope and scale of FHWA's highway needs study and 

2. Benefit-cost evaluation is the only credible 
approach for addressing the fundamental questions of 
optimum program levels and efficient improvement 
categories. 

The application of economic analysis to highway 
investment needs reveals many important weaknesses 
in both the data and the structural relatipnships 
between highway improvements and benefits, but these 
shortcomings can be offset by properly focused re
search. Given the current conditions under which 
highway investment decisions take place, highway 
planners can no longer be content to simply rank 
projects by priority within a budget set by someone 
else. Economic analysis gives planners a means for 
participating in determining the size of the budget. 
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